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There are two kinds of discourses in the political science, ‘political is a 

materialistic approach which based on Power’ and ‘political is collection of 

normative values which based on Ethics’. In the political science, the main 

acceptable concept is power.Kautilya and Machiavelli are political philosophers. 

Kautilya represent eastern and Machiavelli represent western, but both 

philosophers try to make assist power by rejecting normative values. Both of 

them challenge to the concept that political has normative values. According to 

their concept, they point out the difference between political and theoretical 

aspect of political. When practically engaged with politics, it mostly gets 

materialistic approach gradually eliminate the normative values. Kautillya and 

Machiavelli suggested that politics do not have morality. That is to say both of 

Kautillya and Machiavelli had approbated cheating, killing and gimmicks in 

politics. Moralists never approve these facts. But, Political field basically tries to 

gain power. Then establish the power and after continue the power. In this task, 

governor should not think about his or her basic needs. He should think about 

the protection of himself. Then after he pays his attention to beneficiation of the 

state for continue his power. object of this research is to do a comparative study 

based on the ethics and political and to do a comparative study of Machiavelli’s 

teachings on power and Kautlya’s teachings on power. Further expect to identify 

connection between political and ethics.  Methodologies of this research are 

analytical tradition and comparative philosophical methodology. To do the 

investigation of the nature of political and the nature of ethics used analytical 

tradition. Comparatively discussed how kautilya and machiawelli shows political 

concepts conflict with ethics.  Finally I conclude, People thought that governors 

every time will take moral decisions in political field. But, when it carries out in 

practically, politics and governors withdraw from normative values and they are 

based on material concepts. This is the nature of politics.  
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